
Arapiles new route update May 2010  
 

New routes and new fixed gear since the last guidebook came out.  

 

* Grimstone  26 35m 

Climb Reaper to its crux. Step right at a prominent chalked jug and ooze up the unlikely seam past a bolt to gain the 

upper traverse on Taste Sensation. Step right again and climb the excellent face above passing a second bolt to join 

TS at its final crack.  IL 

 

Veneer 26 15m 

The bolted line immediately left of Unrequited. IL 

 

Blah  24   25m 

Up to first bolt on On the Prowl then left to another. Easily up trending right to chains on arête.  

 

The Dude Abides 26 30m 

Climb the hanging nose just left of Nursery Rhymes past 2 bolts. Join NR until it moves right. Continue left then up 

past 2 more bolts. Bring wires. Lower off. IL 

  

Tobermory 24 25m 

Start as for Directathal. Move right after the initial diagonal and up wall past two bolts. Lower off. IL 

 

Siva Malinger  25   12m          

A true direct finish to Siva boulders straight up past a 2
nd

 bolt. Add a grade if you don’t bail-out to the arete. GP 

 

* Social Retard 26     35m            

Up Social Comment to ledge then up past some wires & 2 carrots. Span right into Birdman’s crux then bizarre moves 

out right onto the headwall (bolt). Right to 2
nd

 bolt and up. 30m lower off. KL/GP 

 

Social Retard Deviant 26 30m 

Up Social Comment then straight up into Birdman. Out right past Social Retard bolt after Birdman crux to crack, then 

straight up with difficulty past 2
nd

 bolt to chains. GP/KL/DB 

 

* Smear Campaign 28    20m        

The gobsmacking arete left of Yesterday is steep, sustained and technical. Go right from Lunatic’s first bolt then blast 

up arete past 5 more bolts. GP 

 

Super Pooh  28 15m 

Climb the bulging arete to the right of Poosticks - beware the tweak factor! IL 

 

Encore 27 30m 

Start as for Cliffhanger. Up the initial crack. Step left then up slab past bolt. At roof move right then over roof and up 

wall past 2 bolts. IL 

 

 * Stage Fright  24    20m 

Start up Curtain Call. Instead of the tedious traverse(!) left, blast straight up the gorgeous headwall past the thread 

and 2 bolts. GP 

 

Bada boom 27 30m. 

Start as for Cut Short. Step left after a few metres and follow the bolts up and left into Tapestry. Lower off. 

Ingvar Lidman 2009 

 

 

New chains now service Copyright, Cecelia, No Standing, Deathrow (30m). Also just below base of Tannin (30m to 

ground, 25m to big ledge). 

 


